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Concerning the Pope's visit to Germany in September 2011* 
 

 
The Pope 

  

 
is quite a disagreeable fellow, indeed. Disagreeable at least to all those who appreciate freedom 
and reason, even though they are not so numerous any more since Hitler and later the US world 
rule. 

But whether someone is likeable or disagreeable should be of no importance as far as the law is 
concerned – tolerance can be claimed by any religion, any fantasy, as long as its followers and 
functionaries abide by the law and do not want any extra special treatment. But no money. Least of 
all ours! Whether they are Scientologists or Catholics, no state is allowed to put a spoke in their 
wheels as long as they are collecting member fees among themselves and use them to their 
functionaries’ discretion; but there may not be any advantages or disadvantages for them accruing 
from this very membership in the public sphere, just as provided for by our worthy old »Basic 
Law« (yet abused thousands of times by the state and the courts). But they may not get other 
people’s money, they may not be allowed to meddle in other people’s affairs (as, for instance, 
legislation, especially regarding the abortion of embryos without personality and the voluntary 
death of incurables). In this case, the state has to rap their knuckles instead of acting as their lackey 
and playing the role of a generous uncle. 

The fact that the opposite is the case, that the whole bunch of the cartel parties is brownnosing 
the church and that especially the alleged »LINKE« (»Left Party«) is as silent as a mouse about all 
this (the very same »LINKE« whose chief whip Bisky gave the starting shot in the European 
Parliament for the war against Libya, the second one since Mussolini), shows that the forces of 
reason and humanity have to gather on their own and fight against the religious stultification. 
Religion shall have the freedom of opinion, just as any other – however absurd – absurdity, but no 
flank protection by the state or university professors. Because it is us who have to pay for that, and 
we don’t want to do so. 

The basis of the obscene public privileges enjoyed by the Ratzinger club in Germany and Austria 
is the Hitler Concordat. Hitler concluded it – as the first treaty he ever signed – with his best 
supporter Pius, Ratzinger’s predecessor in the direct line, and Pius, of course, made sure he got 
paid for that. Up to the present day, this filth is valid law in Germany and Austria, quite 
contrary to any other of Hitler’s treaties – and no matter how much the press and teachers are 
keeping silent or spreading lies about it, 
 

Get rid of it! 

For then Ratzinger’s organization will get less extras and less state money. 
 

Get rid of the Hitler Concordat! 
                                                 
* Translation of a leaflet distributed by us in Germany. 

 
 



And away with all other »concordats«, i.e. Vatican treaties, in one go – the church has to be a 
private organization and not a black hole for privileges! As long as its good Lord does not pay, its 
members should pay for its needs, after all, but not us! And to say it just once more: however 
foolish and revolting we mostly find its views, it may not be censored or harrassed when 
expressing them, as little as anybody else! For only if absolute freedom of opinion is prevailing, 
even for absurdities (but not freedom of action, for instance the mutilation and abusing of children 
or other charges), only then truth has a true and good chance. This was the motto of Voltaire, this 
was the motto of the Enlightenment, and this is also our motto. Of course, it does not only apply to 
religion, but also to politics, not only to the church, but also to the state. 
As we said, Master Ratzinger: we don’t like you, but go thy way in peace! Your stage name is 
fatuous (chosen after a mostly fictitious and synthetical saint, whose miracles, such as the driving 
away of a blackbird disturbing his meditation by a prayer, mostly are really silly), but you have 
chosen it yourself. Just demand money for this only from your followers and handle its collection 
yourself! We much despise our state authorities for cringingly relieving you completely from this 
work since Hitler’s seizure of power. It’s not you whom we blame for that: everybody likes to have 
useful idiots. But as for us, we do not want to be such nor to be governed by such. 

The forces of reason and freedom have to unite on their own. Whoever seeks us, will find us: 
 

www.bund-gegen-anpassung.com 
 

Thank God, AHRIMAN publishers in Freiburg still publish our periodical KETZERBRIEFE 

(»Heretics' Letters«). You will find it on the Internet, too, and if you order but should not receive it, 
this mostly means that the state's pigs’ paws have interfered. In this case take a phone or repeat your 
order! 
 

 

 


